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WELCOME
PRESIDENT FRANK J. PROUT!

Bee Gee News
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, APRIL 5, 1939

VOL. XXIII.

Swing-On The
Installment Plan

WILL COMPETE WITH Committees Start
STUDENTS FROM SIX Making Plans For
Sr. Week Program
EASTERN STATES
Seven Local Speakers

Long And Moore Head

Leave Friday With Profs.

Program, Gown Group

Public speakers of Bowling Green
will enter the Province of the Lakes
tournament of Pi Kappa Delta, national speech fraternity, at Kent
University. Friday and Saturday.
This province tournament will include representatives of colleges in
Michigan, Pennsylvania, West Virginia. Connecticut. Maine and Ohio.
Prof. J, W. Carmichael, head of
the University speech department, is
governor of the Province of the
Lakes and will have general charge
of the annual tournament
There will be seven rounds of debate, for both men and women, and
contest! in extemporaneous speaking
and oratory. Gold, silver, and bronie
medals will be awarded to winners
of first, second and third places in
each contest.
To Ent.r E.t.mp Contest
For the first time in recent years,
Bowling Green will enter speakers in
the extemporaneous speaking contest. Howard Shine, junior, and
Ruth Meek, freshman, will enter this
division of the tournament.
The
general subject to be discussed ia on
the political and sociological factors
operating within Europe.
In thia type of speaking each contestant is given a definite subject on
which to speak one hour before the
contest begins. During this hour he
must prepare an eight minute speech.
Expfrienctd Debatrrt to Comprtr-bf
Six Bowling Green representatives
will enter the debate section of the
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

Council To Seek
Student Gifts
For Memorial

I-' i

•

Plans were drafted for soliciting
funds from the student body for the
Dr. R. E. OfTenhauer memorial at the
Student Council meeting held March
27 in the Administration Building.
The Student Council represent
ative, Darl Gatchell, at the Faculty
Memorial Committee meeting expressed the desire of the student
body to contribute to this memorial.
A« a consequence, the council is purchasing individual envelopes which
will be handed out to all the organizations on the campus to be distributed to their members and will
also enclose an envelope in each Bee
Gee News of a subsequent issue for
those who are not reached by the
other method.
John Rohrs, chairman of the Council Student Relations committee, estimated receipts from this method of
approach would mount to over the
J100 mark.

No. 26

~

B. G. Orators Enter Pi Kappa Delta
Speech Tourney At Kent State

Carmichael And Palmer

TODAY
I.NTRA-SQUAD GRID GAME

Pitt U. Players Will Present
'Brother Rat' Here April 18th

Student Ministers Moore
And Long Will Have
Charge Of Program

Committees are being appointed
and plans are being made for the
anual senior-week program according to a statement from Kerniit
Long, president of the senior class.
Commencement exercises will be
held in the University auditorium
Monday morning, June 6, with baccalaureate services the day proceeding.
A cap and gown committee which
will begin working soon, consists of
Rerun! Long, chairman; Jane Kuhn,
D. Ned Heminger, Graiia Grant,
and Jim Huntington. The commencement week program committee COBsists of Paul Moore, chairmun, Jane
Hobart, Mary Alice Hnwley. Steve
Penton, and Margaret Zaugg.
The week immediately before commencement will be observed as senior
week by all seniors. President Long
says that . . . "it will be as fine a commencement week and commencement
program as we have had at Bowling
Green."
Invitations and
program book*
are being purchased through Klever's
from the Balfour Company at Attleboro, Mass, The program books,
which bear the college seal, will
contain the names of all the graduates, all committees, and the complete commencement week program.
President Long expects to call a
meeting of the entire senior class
soon.

YM-YW TO CONDUCT
EASTER SERVICE AT
7 A.M. THURSDAY

FLETCHER HENDERSON

Inter-Frat Council
Offers Installment
Plan For Henderson
Invites Guests From
Neighboring Colleges

To insure ability to pay for Hie
Fletcher Henderson Dance on April
28, the Inter-Prat Council will accept payment in installments. Soon
after Easter vacation they will place
envelopes and a locked box in the
Ad Building for those wishing to
make payment as they have the spanchange. There will be blanks on the
envelopes for the name, amount and
date. This box will be emptied daily
and when the
individual installments total $2 the seals will be broken
and the ticket delivered. In this way,
the Council hopes to prevent embarrassment when the time for purchase of the tickets comes around.
For the first time in the history
of the school, neighboring colleges
will be given opportunity to semi re
presentative fraternity men to a
Bowling Green
University social
event. Through the inter-fruternity
councils of Ihcse schools, the local
Flu victims aren't the only kind of Council will lender invitations of get
guests to dance to Henderson's music
patients on the campus!
Professor Upton Palmer, instructor on the twenty-eighth.
of speech, with the aid of students
in his speech rehabilitation class has
treated some fifty patients in his
speech clinic since the beginning of
the first semester.
The back section of his room in the
Norma Sheer was re-elected presiadministration building has been di- dent of the Y.W.C.A. at the last meetvided into three small sound-proof ing, defeating Violet Brubaker and
studio rooms where the patients are Francis Williamson.
Other officers
treated.
elected were Agnes Dinsmore, viceAt present the defects being treat- president; Dondus Berndt, secretary;
ed include lisping, stuttering, high and Margaret Bender, treasurer.
pitch, lack of force, indistinctness,
and foreign accent.
A physical examination is first
made of the patients, and if any evidence of organic trouble is found, the
patient is sent to a doctor for treatment.
Records are made of the voices st
the beginning of treatment, and progress from time to time is measured.
All service is free. Prompt and
regular attendance at appointments,
and an earnest attempt to cooperate
with instructions, arc the only requirements.

Ith U a Lithper?
Here's a Cure

Sheer Is Re-Elected
Y.W.C.A. President

A colorful and inspiring Batter
sunrise service has been planned by
tho YM and YWCA for Thursday
morning. April fl, from 7 to 7:4B in
the auditorium of the Administration
building. Mr. Carl Koch and Miss
Evelyn Simmons, representatives of
YM anil YW, have complete charge
of the service. It will be open to (he
public as well as to college students.
Tho continuous program will I
gin with Miss Myrtle Jensen playing
the organ featuring Faster hymns.
Mr. Paul Moore will lead dcvolions
and prayer. Mr. Moon-, a University
student, is a student minister at
llradner, (>.
Mr. Kermit Long, senior anil student minister at Whitehouse, will
deliver the sermon, "He Is Arisen".
The service will conclude with more
organ music by Miss Jensen,
For those who desire to oat break
fasl on (lie campus before the ser
vice, the YM and YW will serve hot
chocolate and rolls at tin* small
charge of five cents.

What Is A Hat,
And Why?
Tho dictionary defines a hal
as "a covering for the head,"
but this is inadequate and Inaeu-

rate. A hat may be exotic, enticing, demure, pert, or any of a
thousand and one other adjectives,
but merely a head-covering? Never!
Ask any man to describe a hat, and
you will soon see that the dictionary
definition was written by one of that
unsympathetic species.
There are only two classes of people
where u hat is concerned; the ones
who appreciate it, ami the ones who
do not. Into the first class full the
wearer ami one or two friends initiated into the Art of Understanding
Hals; into the second class comes the
scornful observer.
Hat Has Perionality
Unresponsive*observers of bats are
usually classed in one of several
types: A - The Genial, to whom it is
a joke; II - The Grouchy, to whom it
is a nuisance; C - Tin- Thinker, who
filially dismisses it as a pathetic demonstration of the inferiority of the
female brain. To responsive observers, a hat has personality. It shows
not what the owner is, but what she
wishes to be.
It may be so large that people instinctively dodge when it comes down
A program similar to that given the street, or so small that a magnifylast year will he presented on May (i ing glass must he used to see it; but
ill conjunction with the District-State
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
Scholarship Test for the contestants
and their friends.
There will be a short program of
organ music and greetings will be
extended by the University before
the tests are given. Later there will
be a track meet, one-act plays, a
Finding that there WIIH unpmxiband concert, ami a recreation hour
in the reception hall ami gymnasium. nuitily $70 profit on the junior1
There may also be musical numbers wnioi* cluncr, ilu junior class is pursuch as those given by the /Ice luo cSn-inp a j»ort«blc floodlight lyttMBi
according to a titiitement from Ar
in the various buildings last year.
Committee members in charge of Ihur Shanly, president.
This new equipUMItt consists mainthe entertainment are: Dean W. C.
Jordan, chairman, Dr. ('. (i. Swan- ly of stage eahle. plugs, nnd plugson, Miss Wrey Warner, Mr. J. P. ing boxes. This line which was built
for overload and expansion will take
Kennedy, ami Mr. W, E, Sleller.
carc of six 500-wntt instruments or
t heir equivalent.
The lighting system was built priNOTICE
marily for use in the Reception Hull
President! of organ.lationa
on the band stand, but it can be used
may obtain cards on which to
anywhere there is an outlet to plug
make requests for 1939-40 social
it in. AH part of this project a speccalendar dates in the office of
ially constructed plug in socket is bethe Dean of Woman on Monday,
ing placed in the Hall.
April 3.
These lights will ulso be used in the
Dean M. F. Sharp
auditorium, in the gym and in the
outdoor theatre.

Plan Gala Program
For Scholarship
Exam Contestants

Juniors Buy Lights
With Dance Profit

Annual Tour Takes Treble Clef Club To
Southern Kentucky; Will Sing On Radio

PRESIDENT PROUT BELIEVES STUDENTS
BUILD GOOD WILL FOR UNIVERSITY

In

r
IT

To the Bowling Green Student Body:
In response to the request of your Managing Editor, I am
happy to give you this brief message for the current issue of the
Bee Gee News. In the last few weeks I have made some progress in getting acquainted with our University. As a result, I
am in a congratulatory mood this morning. I find a competent
faculty devoted to its tasks and to you. I find a satisfactory
physical plant. Indeed the physical education opportunities soon
will be unequaled in any similar institution in this state. I find
an earnest, happy, intelligent, orderly student body. You are
living in a community ideal for the location of a college. The
citizens of Bowling Green are sound, intelligent and cultured.
They have a pride in this University that is beautiful to behold.
The best of good feeling exists between town and student body.
Our ambition now should be to extend the splendid services
and opportunities of Bowling Green State University to a larger
number of deserving and ambitious young people. The most
effective agency in fulfilling this ambition may very well be the
members of this student body. Back in your own communities
you are the ones best acquainted with the high school students
seeking college training. Your success here and enthusiasm for
us become a most effective argument for them to enroll here.
I appoint each one of you to the important position of ambassador of good will from this University to your worth while
prospective college friends.
Sincerely yours,
FRANK J. PROUT
t
President

HILARIOUS DRAMA
SHOWS LIFE AMONG
CADETS AT V. M. I.
Play Will Be Spontored
By Masque And Mantle,
New Dramatics Club
"Brother Itat," the play written
by John Monks. Jr. and Prod K. KinklehonV, will be presented by the Pitt
Players on April IS, Professor Upton Palmar said Lite yesterday. Masque and Mantle is sponsoring the

play at Bowling Green.
This play is well known throughout the country and WJVS produced in
the movies several months ago. The
plot takes place at Virginia Military
Institute and portrays the cadet life
in that institution.
The playwrights graduated from
V.M.I, in the class of ".\2. It Wftl
during their life at the academy that
these young men became interested
in play writing. This particular play
was written and rewritten around 80
times and was not considered saleable until the two young authors
again met in 1035.
Other names were given to the
play during its revision. It was first
called "When The Roll Is Called,"
then was changed to "Stand at Ease."
Before the play was first produced,
the present name was adopted.
'Brother Rat" is a very popular
play, one reason probably being due
to the color always present in plays
with uniforms and the romance generally connected with military school*.

250 Ohio Students,
Instructors Attend
Speech Festival
Two hundred and fifty Instructors;
and students of speeeh in Northwestern Ohio attended the Speeeh Arts
Festival sponsored by the University
department of speech in the Practical Arts building auditorium lint
Saturday.
Session! were held on the subjects
>f dramatic arts, speeeh correction,
interpretative speech, and on devices used in teaching, speech,
;

Demonstrations of speech Work, ineluding one-act plays, debato and
verse speaking choirs, were given.

Famous Concert Trumpeter
To Appear Here In Chapel
Program On April 5
Miss Grace Adams East, hailed
from coast-to-coast as a aensational
concert trumpeter, will appear hero
in assembly next Wednesday, April
12. In the spring of 1087 she was
a featured artist at the I). A. R. Congress at Washington, D. ('., nnd hni
also appearcil with the U. S. Navy
Band and the New York Women's
Symphony Orchestra.
j
Tho day before she appeared in
recital for the Friday Morning Music
Club of Washington, D. C, the Evening Slur ran her photo with that of
Nelson Eddy, heading then with tho
caption, "Two of tho finest expon*
ents of different branches of music."
Her appearance is the sixth concert
in the year's entertainment series.

Latin, French Examiners
Chosen For Scholarships
The Treble Clef club will travel to the southernmost part of
Kentucky on their annual
spring concert tour, beginning
Sunday, April 16, broadcast
from WLW, and visit places of
interest in that state and Ohio.
Accompanied by Director James
Paul Kennedy and Mrs. Kennedy, the
club, consisting of more than 50
voices, will first sing in the First
Mennonite Church at Bluffton Sunday
evening. On Monday concerts will be
given at Beaverdam and Lewistown,
Ohio; on Tuesday the organization
has engagements at Lakeview and
Millford, O.; on Wednesday, at Louisville and Franklin, Ky; on Friday, at
Franklin, Kentucky; on Friday, at
Wlllshire snd Rockford, Ohio, returning to the campus Saturday morning.

Highlight of the tour is a radio
program over WLW at 4:16 Tuesday.
The entire day Thursday will be devoted to sight-seeing in Kentucky.
The personnel of the club is as follows: Mary Co pus, Clara Ret tig, Edna Eichar, Katherine Bilderbach, Esther Bechman, Letha Neiswander,
Mary Altman, Marjorie Hutchinson,
Emily Henderson, Jane Headings,
Charlott Whitely, Erma Longshore,
Sibyl Mohr, Betty Scovill, Emma
Reitz, Mary Lop Schlumbohm, Marietta Moore, Beulah Moffitt, Ruth
Meek, Doris Kerns, Bette Bradley,
Arlene Neidhardt, Wilma Clutter,
Helen Rychener, Mildred Bistline,
Hilda Glover, Esther Porter, Sarah
Leininger, Evelyn Balsizer, Grace
Bitter, Violet Snyder, Marjorie Swarat, June Stump, Betty Sams, Esther

Lee, Phyllis Bnllinger, Donna Deal,
Roberta Campbell, Emmaleen Swartz,
Lois Newcombe, Lenore Robertson,
Mary Herd, Ruth Hanna, Mary Sherman, Evelyn Leader, Kathryn Ellaworth, Mary Holland, Clarabel Howe,
Marina
Horton,
Arvella Martin,
Betty Holcomb, Miriam Moser, Beatrice Norton, Virginia O'Dowd and
Mary Mick.
The young women will give their
annual public formal concert in the
University auditorium, Friday evening, April 14. A program of sacred,
slumber, folk songs and other numbers will be presented.
Following
the concert the Men's and Women's
Glee clubs will hold their annual formal dance in the reception hall.
Students of the university and
townspeople are invited to attend.

Miss Caroline Nielsen, Miss Sim*
mons, Miss Grace Tressel, and Miss
Bcattie will be the examiners of the
Latin test, part of the District-State
Scholarship test to be given by Bowling Green State University May 6.
Their student-assistants will be:
Marguerite Barker, Welda Berlincourt, Violet Brubaker, William Cromer, Agnes Drummer, Jeannette
Green, Ovid Huyck, Dorothy Harris,
Betty Lowrey, Lloyd Long, Melville
Nielsen, Gerald Riess, Opal Rockhold, Eugene Smith, Leta Wescott,
Mary Blair, Mary Cross, Helen Fashbaugh, Gaylord Groff, Phyllis Logan,
Ruth Meek, Alma Roacb, Lenore Robertson, Jean Smith, Charlotte Stump,
Janet Stump, Elmer Weits, John
Whitcomb, and Catherine Wilcox.
In charge of the two tests to be
(Continued on page 4, col. 5)
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of this type in the history of the school.
It took a great deal of work to secure 230
subscriptions for the swinjteroo even though it
is obvious that more than that number will attend the dance. However, the council is further
aiding those who want to attend the dance but
find the price of $2.00 a bit staggering, by allowing tickets to be purchased on the installment plan. Under such a plan every student
who can dance should be able to join the fun
on April 28.

Knock Before You Enter
By
Gordon Humphrey
GOOD OLE' APRIL:
It starts with everyone pulling bom gags and biting
on stale bait. Then Easter. "The Easter time is the
time for eggs"—time for eggs like you and me to dish
out for flowers. The aati shines and the rain rains, it
snows, it pours, it glistens and it chills. It's still too
cold to nae the park. All I can say is, "It's April." But
at least we gut a vacation out of it.

BELIEVE NOTHING YOU READ IN THE PAPERS:

If you want a pretty good idea of what newspapers
feril a gullible public read George Si-Ides' FREEDOM
OF THE PRESS; it will make you plenty sore. Georgic
Faculty Advisor
Iluncan N. Srott puts the great New York Times and the Associatrd
Press under the tnienrsrope and catches the boys In the
THE BEE GEE NEWS FAVORS
art of throwing low punches in their news stories. But
Bodal rooeo for men where men can smoke and talk. the Times nnd the A.I*. get off easy romparnl to what
Program of activities to halt the aatit ease purade. Beldel says about other American newspapers. Wnt-n
Construction of a new seienco building.
you finish that book you won't even bejirve thr wrather
Increase school spirit behind athletic trams nncl the reports or I'urlr Mike'* Corner, and when you read a
growing truditions of B. G. 6. U.
ni-ws headline your first impulse will be to shout, "It's
a nV!" And what news isn't intentionally distorted to
suit advertisers is usunlly full of n-portoriul errors.
The thing to bear in mind Is this: Just because a newspaper says that seven million Chinese wen- lost in a
flood it isn't necessarily true. It was probably six Republican* visiting Egypt, nnd they didn't die but were
Howling Gram State University la both only
proud and happy about the two outstanding hol. sick, and it wasn't a flood but probably wood alco-

CAMPUS FAME INCREASED
BY MUSIC, SPEECH WORK

events which took place here last week-end—
th« Northern Ohio Intercollegiate Symphony PUBLIC SERVICE:
Concert and the Northwestern Ohio Speech
A Colorado lawyer threatened to kill Tamen nnd Bon-

Festival.
fils, publishers of the notorious Denver Post, unless
The symphony concert lead by the distin- they puid him a one thousand dollar fee for services
guished conductor Rudolph Ringwall, was one rendered. They refused, and the barrister blazed nway
of the finest programs ever heard in Howling with the grentest abandon, wounding Tamen in the arm.
Green. It added another laurel to the rising He was tried and convicted, and the morning mail brought
achievements of our music department, a music a full pardon and the following note from the Governor
department which clings to high standards and of Colorado, a mortal rnrmy of the publishers: "/ romwhich with its men's and women's glee clubs mend your purpose hut miint condemn your film.'"
has brought before others both good music nnd
WHY WOMEN COME TO B. G.
n sample of what we do here.
The speech festival which attracted students (1) Two per cent to get an education,
from 13 Northwestern Ohio high schools was (2) Thirty-eight per cent to look for husbands, nnd
the first ever held in Ohio. In addition to ac- (3) Sixty per cent to get away from their mothers
complishing its own objectives it acquainted long enough to learn how to smoke.
the many visitors with its work and with the DRIPPINGS:
campus as a whole. Significant of the festival Jutljtinpc from the recent elumpinK-down on NO SMOKis the fact that the Speech department is setting ING reKiilntions, it semis (hat someone wunts III to enjoy
high standards in continuing an ambitious pro- thfl Spring sunshine. Mutt before you enter. And while
gram from which the entire university la pro- we're on the eubject, we'd like that smoking room while
fiting.
I can still afford to smoke.
For those two grand achievements we doff The human raee sprang from the ape—Musser didn't
our hats to Professors M. ('. McEwen, Charles ipring far enough.
P. Church Jr., Upton Palmer, .1. W. Caiinichacl,
and the students who aided them.
IMITATION: a la Wlnchell

NATION'S STUDENTS
FAVOR A VOTE ON WAR
Always interested in questions of war and
peace, college students today are debating vigorously the proposed constitutional amendment
which would require a national referendum for
the declaration of a war which would be fought
outside our own hemisphere or which would be
« war of aggression. Collegiate opinion is about
evenly divided on the measure.
For the "pros", the Spectator of Eau Claire
(Wis.) Teachers College says: "This amendment is a reasonable demand on the part of
'American citizens and is consistent with the
rights and obligations of intelligent and responsible citizenship. Certainly it should not be
thought foolish or un-American to have a referendum on the spending of lives nnd blood."
For the "cons", the University of Michigan
Daily says: "To weaken President Rooesvelt is
far more the aim of the senators than any philanthropic extension of the democratic process
.... There is no guarantee that a vote of the
people would insure a sane and cool-headed consideration of war."

STUDENTS WANT
REORGANIZATION
Hailing the passage of the bill as a move in
the right direction, collegians nevertheless deplored the fact that the reorganization bill rewritten by congress does not reorganize enough
to be really valuable. Most applaud the move
to make the federal administration more efficient and more economical—in fact, there was
hardly one dissenting voice. Few were so highly commendatory as the University of Wisconsin Daily Cardinal, which said:
"The bill will go far toward bringing about
reorganization in the administrative and executive branch, thus filling one of the most urgent
needs of the federal government for the past 40
years. Every president who held office during
that period attempted to effect some sort of redistribution of bureaus, divisions and various
miscellaneous agencies, but almost invariable
congress steered shy."

What member of what fraternity caught a bad cold
from what pledge of what sorority at what place ami at
what time—and what of it?

SCIENCE:
"A college professor has determined what will happen
when thr Irresistible force meets the immovable object—
the indescribable." Ho Hum!

ON THE Q. T.

by
BOYD
MUSSKK

Baiter time is rabbit time. Lots of girls wear A'nrrofs
on the right hand about now I
,„
Absence makes the heart grow fonder,
haven't fonder yet I

Most of us

Our Beetle Browed author was bom with a silver
spoon in his mouth. Since his fighting days he has been
sporting ivory in the cavity!
Charlie Horse says the student that never cuts his
classes or never has dates is like a sponge. He can absorb more stuff without being squeexed.
We noticed a huge knot on Dean Jordan's noodle,
series of thoughts must have struct him!
"Straws show which way the wind is blowing." They
also show to whom the A's are going!
Homer says, "What's so tedious as a twice told tale!"
He should be in our shoes when the professors cut loose
with one of their new ones!
Prof. Slater asked his Psychology class to write a
patriotic song from memory last week. Chuck Catanese
drew a line representing the Roman-Berlin axisl
Then there's the one about a newspaper woman who
was so wrapped up in her work that she wore print*.
Sociology class was discussing bums and vagabonds
the other day. They really fore into the ragged subject.
A kiss over the telephone is not a soft touch. All the
sound in the world, but no 98 degrees temperature to
come in contact with.
Dean Hissong has the art of bawling you out, making
you work harder than ever before, kicking you in the
pants, shaking your hand, and making you smile, all at
the same time!
\

INTERFRATERNITY DANCE
ON INSTALLMENT PLAN

Dr. Witherington is hoping that the spring rains won't
drown out what few ham there are left!

Another basket of roses is due the Inter-fraternity Council for their work in bringing Fletcher Henderson here for the first all-campus

The bear in the science building is shedding. Prof.
Dickerman had quite a time explaining to his wife how
those brown locks got on his coat!

STUDENT
VOICE

At Your Leisure
By Richard McCartney

POETRY
CORNER

By Bee Dennis

MUSIC . . .

Easter Prayer
Fletcher Henderson's ork who will
Typical Student Voice Interview: play for the Inter-fraternity dance
Teach us, O Father, to be
A fairly well-known, intelligent stu- on April 28 has made Decca phoneGrateful for all that is gay,
dent is sitting in the Lib, obviously records, some of which are; No.
Seeking the beautiful things.
not too busy (unless he's a senio
214. "Big-John's Special" «V "HapCasting the ugly away.
in which case he's doing Lesson Plans py as the Day is Long", No. 665,
and can't be disturbedi. Your re "Hotter Than 'ell" t "Lira", and No.
Teach us to turn from the shadow,
porter, after due consideration, ap- 167, "Limehouse Blues" & "WrapTeach us to look toward the sun.
proaches him and asks the question of ping It Up" . . . Kay Kyser just reWinter and sorrow are over,
the week. The student starts stalling.
ceived the largest
Springtime and hope have begun.
"I'd rather not be quoted." Not so
week's paycheck
discouraging—unless it's the fifth or
known from a the—Carol Cheney
sixth time you've heard it.
Four
atre to an ork, $17,answers out of twelve desperate at100 from RKO Paltempts—and a couple of other at"» J* wj ace, Cleveland . . .
tempts. Well, jnst what kind of a
George Duffy's ork
batting average is that? It's coopernow at Commodore
ation I'm asking for.
Perry and Ted LewThe 1/ticntion thi* week: What do
re both natives
yon think of "Hell Wttkft
of Circleville, Ohio,
Krlii Jrnn Katlley, miphomore: "I
Duffy recently playLove is the basis of all Christianthink 'Hell Week' is very strictly 0.
McCartnsy ed
for Interfrat.
K. It diverts the students' attention dance at Ohio Northern Unlv . . . ity and fundamentally there is no
from the general humdrum of campus Horace Heidt changed his name from great difference in the three Christian
life and affords much amusement. I "Brigadiers" because his former faiths according to Rabbi Morten
believe that the fellows who partici- sponsor owned that name ... 3 MOST Goldberg, Father Horrigan and Dr.
pate in this activity get as much kick POPULAR NETWORK PLUGS for Henry Smith Leiper, who spoke
Thursday night to the 700 assembled
out of it as the onlookers."
past week were; "Deep Purple", "PenTcri'it llnrnard. frenhman: "Hell ny Serenade" and "Could Be" . . . college students and local residents
at the first symposium of its kind to
Week is an all-college tradition. Usube sponsored by the YM and YWCA
nlly it is good fun nnd makes for clos- ETC . . .
Pearl S. Buck's latest book is "The organizations of the University.
er acquaintances and fonder friendPatriot," John Day, ($2.60), ia story
Richard Mougry, President of the
ships. If Hell Week is not too seof revolutionary Chinese youth . . . YMCA, introduced the speakers, and
ven-, it adils a lot to campus and Frat
The Little Repertoire Theatre in was chairman of the informal forum
life."
Tolsdo pragSBta "Excursion" start- held following the addresses.
r'cru Hatting, frrghmnn: "It's all
ing April 11, for six niti-s, story takes
"God It Love"
right VII lung as they don't go tisi
place on upper deck and pilot house
Father Horrigan. the first speak, r,
far. It's a lot of fan—especially for
of an excursion steamer . . . KEN found the centrul theme of all Christthe onlookers, but I think the pledges
magazine is now weekly and smaller ian religion in St. John's explanation,
tnjoy it, too."
size . . . John Barrymore in "My Dear "God is love." He said that harm
Iheiuht Tocdti-r, miphomore Delhi:
Children" may come to the Paramount does not come to the Catholic church
Hell Week is something that each
stage . . .
from the pigmy efforts of opposition
campus nrrds. Of course many frats
but that real harm comes from the
take it too seriously, I don't believe CINE . . .
A Bronx theatre patron won $1,400 unrest and dissention which results
in making a fool of a neophyte, but
they do need n little reprimanding to bank nitr prize, when he got to the among the people who should live in
(•I rid of that corky attitude that stage hi- found thr manager had skip brotherly love, and that above all else
most all neophytes have. Some frat ped with the monry and left thr drrd then- should be cooperation in civic
brothers on this rumpus foiget they l<» the theatre . . Some of the best pix efforts for the betterment of the
to be made this year will be: Jackie community and all brethern should
once were neophytes. Nuf sed."
Next ireck'n t/ucKtion; Should the Coogan in "Million Dollar Legs", Ro- dwell together in unity.
Lovs Thr N.iihbor
editor of the Her (lee .Vrirs 'lllrf the bert Donat in "Beau Brummel", Paul
Muni in "Life of Beethoven", James
Rabbi Goldberg, of the Toledo JewKey he paid'
The opinions expressed above are Cagncy in "Story of John Paul ish synagogue, gave as the essence
not necessarily those of the Bss Owl Jones", Errol Flynn in "Adventures of Christian religion, the supreme
of Don Juan" and Bette Davis in commandment, "Thou shalt love thy
News.
"The Old Maid" . . . Lyric theatre neighbor as thyself." "Man develafter all will have "Beachcomber" oped from animal," he declared, "and
April 30, and "Pygmalion" on May from this exceedingly low origin man
14 ... At Cla-Zel to-nite and Thurs. developed an aspiration which beonly is Robert Montgomery and Rosa- came religion. Selfishness, fear, and
lind Russell in "Fast and Loose", hate survived from animal inheritance
good, another "Thin Man" idea with and the law of the jungle in man's
good story, running time 78 mins. heart must be replaced with the law
Sun. £ Mon. at Cla-Zel is "Ice of God—love. Though a genious or
Bq PEGCY SLADE
Follies of 1939" with Joan Crawford a deity may never be seen or reached
"Anything done well is worth and Jamrs Stewart, good, songs, light by man he must always keep himself
while—with will anil heart in it; it's story of two married people in the aiming toward that goal."
beautifully done and that is thr whole entertainment world, running time Democracy Nndi Rsliniom Hand
philosophy ..f life after all," thus Mr. 81 mins . . .
Dr. Harlan Frost, president of the
Ringwall, assistant Cleveland sym RADIO . . .
Toledo Council of Churches, introphony director, gave his opinion of
These itatloBI near here arc con- duced Dr. Henry Smith Leiper, of
music.
sidered as having good press depts. New York, American secretary of the
"Improvisation, by a person who by radio editors; CKI.W, WCLE, W- World Council of Churches and forfoals when he plays, does as the|SPD, W'TAM, WI.W, WOWO nnd eign secretary of the U. S. Council
prophets, plays in a highly artistic \\C.N. these stations poor; WJR, W- of Churches, who was his guest in
mnnnrr. Bach and Beethoven did thej \\'J and WHKC . . . CBS has big job Toledo and gave Dr. Leiper the main
same thing that modern musicians
putting television transmitter in address for the Protestants.
Dr.
do when thry make many variations 73rd 4 74th floors of Chrysler bldg. Frost was originally scheduled to give
on a melody." This is the attitude in N.Y. as the regular freight eleva- the address.
Mr. Ringwall holds toward swing tor only goes to 60th floor . . . JimDr. Leiper, a world traveler, mingmusic.
mie Fidlrr, Hollywood commentator, led humor and wide personal experiLarry' Clinton, arranger of De- is now told what he can say; because ence in his address. He said that
bussy's "My Reverie," is Mr. Ring- of a recent law suit, he can only say- Jewish faith separates from the Cathwall's favorite swing leader. "Larry nice things about pix and Hollywood olic faith with the birth of Christ
Clinton made $60,000 for himself and people ... All radio stations in U.S. and the belief that he is the son of
$60,000 for the Debussy estate, from to have open house during week of God.
The Protestant faith breaks
'My Reverie' and that is more than April 17 . . . WTOL soon to broad- away from the Catholic faith in the
Debussy made with all his music." cast full time by permission of F.C.C. belief of the divine foundation of
To Mr. Ringwall, Benny Goodman is .. . Amos and Andy now on CBS 7 pm the Catholic church and its omniponot the top ranking- clarinetist. "The had 13,460,000 listeners in February tent power over the human being.
first clarinetist in our Cleveland sym- . . . CKLW Sun. April 9, 6:30 pm, All three, however, must unite in
phony, can swing better than Benny will be Abe I.yman's ork and on April their common foundation and give
Goodman."
16 same time Henry Busse; Sat. April Democracy strength. Religion is that
"Educating youngsters and adults, 8, 3 pm, hear Arthur Tracy "The which binds the mind and will of man.
and I mean the Latin derivation of Street Singer" . . . WSPD for news Common in these faiths are: the sadrawing out not cramming down their listen to "March of Time" Fridays credness of human personality, love
throats, to an appreciation of music, 9:30 pm, Walter Winchell Sandays of fcllowmen, truth—the leader to
is my main ambition," Mr. Ringwall 9:30 pm . . . Easter Sunday April 9, freedom, and, brotherhood among
continued. "Those young men and 7 am, WLW, bear final chapter of men.
worsen who love music, should at- "Life of Christ" with 2000 people in
tempt to induce people in small cities cast, and on Good Friday April 7,
to form symphonies, and keep alive 11:16 pm hear Sir John Stainer's
the desire for great music, in this "Crucifixon" . . .
manner music appreciation can be
heightened."
Milady Thinks Of Hats

n

last

700 At Symposium
Learn Merits Of
Three Faiths

Symphony Director
Has Modern Ideas
On Music Of Today

B. G. Orators Compete
In Pi Kappa Delta Meet
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
tournament. Richard Spitler, senior,
and Howard Shine are to make the
"A" team, and James Hunter, freshman, and Arthur Shanty, junior, will
be the "B" team.
These four men are seasoned debaters, and they have participated in
both the Manchester, Indiana tournament and in the recent, successful
Baldwin-Wallace tournament.
Rita Haskins, junior, and Betty
Schutzberg. senior, are scheduled to
enter the women's section of the debate tournament This combination
won two out of three debates at the
Baldwin-Wallace tournament.
All the speakers, along with Prof.
Carmichael and Prof. Upton Palmer
will leave for Kent tomorrow and
will return to the local campus late
Saturday.

As Easter Season Nears
(Continued from page 1, col. S)
whatever it is, it is always a revelation. For instance, a dear friend of
mine casually announced the other
day that she had bought a new hat.
I leaned forward, enthralled, and
asked about it. She replied that she
ran into a shop and grabbed the first
one she saw.
Soulless Woman
I stared at her in horror, hoping
she would at least explain that the
hat was a Paris creation marked down
from three dollars to two-ninety-eight.
But she remained silent,
"What—", I asked, "What—waa
it like?"
"Oh," she answered carelessly,
"it's—ifs Just An Ordinary Hat!"
By one of those lightning flashes
of character analysis that sometimes
come to us, I had discovered that she
waa a woman without a soul!

Tasty
Tid-Bits

A sure sign of spring is the exchange of jewelry . . Matt "Slayer"
Dotson has willed his Fraernity pin
to Glamorous Sidney White . . . Don
Patterson, campus maestro, has severed all connection with his blonde
venus, M. Pickford. Seems as tho
the Five Sister formal caused the
breach . . . Happy Harlan Highfield
seems to believe that his character
is above this column and asserts that
his name ne'er shall appear herein.
The ingredients of the GIANT
HAMBURGER'S large hamburger
are the best that can be procured . . .
Appears as though Harry Fox and
fellow indnlgers have forsaken genial
George for the 40 A 8 . . . Curious
as to whether it could successfully
be accomplished, Flornie Coover,
Shatzelite. complicated things for
her admirers by booking three dates
for Friday nite . . .
Top off the evening with one of
those delicious hamburgers at the
GIANT HAMBURGER; open all nite!
AdT.
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Forty Pigskin Candidates To Show Wares In Spring Football Finale Today
Orange and Blue Squads Square
Off In Annual Gridiron Battle

All Sorts From All Sports
By Bill Frutig
SOMETHING YOU DIDN'T KNOW TILL NOW ABOUT YOUR
PROFESSORS
The start of this uphill climb-to-success story ft*** back to one week
before graduation exercises at the Ohio Northern University In 1917 when
Dr. Ralph G. Harshman, Dean of the College of Business Administration
here at Bowling Green, together with a number of other Ohia Northern Seniors left for the first officers training camp at Fort Benjamin Harrison in
i
Indiana to participate in the war training exercises . . .
Upon completion of the war in which he saw service as
Lieutenant, the Doctor then went to Ohio State for a higher degree . . . Turning from that, he accepted the position
as head of the Economics Department at Mount Union College; and from here to the business world where he trained salesmen for the McCaskey Company of Alliance and
later the Standard Business Machine concern in Dayton
. . . From Dayton Dr. Harshman camp to Bowling Green
to head the School of Commerce, in which capacity he has
served for 3 years . . . Sang in the Ohio Northern Glee
Bill Frutia
^'u'> '"r •* >,<,ors' I' 'be possessor of a powerful baritone
voice, and was an important cog of the Northern debate squad . . . The
Doctor catches the eye thru intangible qualities hard to define, and calls
to mind Charlie Grimm's remark about the Now York Yankees, to wit: "As
soon as they stick their heads of the dugout you can see class written
all over them".
The Dean is something like that.

PENCIL IOTTINGS FROM THE NICKEL NOTEBOOK FOR THE WEEK
Tennis enthusiasts are asked to watch the Physical Education bulletin
boards in the gym as arrangements for use of the new courts will be made
exactly as arrangements for the handball courts ate now made and are to
be printed in detail later . . . This year's Intramural program problem
will be subject to another twist as a result of the extensive building program now going on which has left the school with only one playing field.
X'nder such circumstances, a twilight Softball, horseshoe, shuffleboard, nnil
tennis tournament will take place because the Varsity Track and Baseball
teams must use the one remaining practice field in the afternoons . . . All
upper classmen, no freshmen, who have taken Sigma Delta Psi tests are
urged to continue; and at the same time watch the bulletin board for dates
of various tests which will be held following the Easter vacation . . . Because of the slow conditioning of the track on the part of those in charge,
the Baldwin-Wullace and Ypsi meets will be held on the High School field
. . . Coaches Steller and Ockerman spent Wednesday through Saturday last
at the Midwestern Physical Education conference in Indianapolis . . . Incidently. you Varsity anil Freshmen tennis squad candidates . . . don't forget the Conference meet which you will participate in to be held at Gambier,
Ohio, the home of Kenyon College, late in May . . . Frits Barna, to dute,
looms as the champion of the Five Brothers as their handball tournament
progresses, although Ray Carr, Bill Warren, and Jack Vermilya are com
ing strong into the final stretch . . . And concluding the notes, we hasten
to mention that 150 State University athletes will be feted the first Wednesday after Easter vacation at the fourth annual Varsity club roundup
and steak roast to be held in the City Park which automatically makes a
person's mastication chamber water, taking into consideration past Varsity parties . . .

POTENTIAL CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS
The Physical Education staff of the University has submitted a bid
to conference directors for the purpose of holding the 1940 Ohio Conference
track and field meet here in Bowling Green. Supplemented by the
strength uncovered in the recent Intramural, and the Wayne-Bee Get Hi
school freshman triangular track meet Coach I-andis considers the Falcons
a very good contender for that 1940 oft-sought conference championship;
that is. if we fail to take it this year. Freshmen whose performances
widened the eyes of the coach include Jay Parker, Jim Onofrio, and l.ouis
De Sandra in the distance events; Eddie Wellner. Earl II nil hart. Curly
Short, Bill Primrose, and Ralph Rotscll in the hurdles and dashes respectively; and Noel Apple in the pole vault. Which, Falcons, runs the zipper
up the back of this ninth weekly column; therefore, I'll remain your NEWS
commentator who thanks very kindly D. A. K. for her closing contribution
that reads:
Though Contests and Sweepstakes
on every side lurk,
Be it ever so humble
I'll stick to my work.

A Corner Of Timely Notes
From Many Women's Sports

Orange Squad Favored To Win Fracas;
Blues Lack Beef Plus Experience
Fur, feathers or something will fly when the Blue and the
Gray—pardon, the Blue and the Orange fight it out this after
noon on the local gridiron at four o'clock in a battle that should
rival any fracas the Blue and Gray endeavored to stage way back
when.
Coach Harry Ockerman will view his '39 football prospects
in an encounter that will climax the four week spring football

'From M<

FALCON BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE IS SETUP
FOR 1939-40 SQUAD
19 Game* On Card; Two
Open Date* To Fill;
Face Top Notch Squads
Coach P. E. Landll recently an
nimneed that his basketball charges
will play a nllMtoMI game schedule
in the 1939-40 season, and that a
possible addition of two games played away from home will fill out the
year to the satisfaction of all con
corned.
Bowling (ireen fans will again have
the opportunity to compare the Falcons with top notch cage teams. Appearing here are such stalwarts of
the Ohio Conference as Kent, Wittenberg, and Mt. Union, while on the
road the boys face such opposition
as Woostcr, Marietta, Ashland, and
Capital.
1'.i.l!l 4(1 Basketball Schedule
Dec. '.' at Blulfton
Dec. 6—Defiance, here
Dec. 9—Youngstown, here
Dec. 12—at Ashland
Die. 15 at Detroit Tech
Dec. It'—open (away)
Dec. IS-open (away)
Jan. 6—at Heidelberg
Jan. 12—Hiram, here
Jan. 16—DeSales, here
Jan. 20—at Capital
Jan. 27—at Wooster
Jun. 30—Mt. Union, here
Feb. 2 at Marietta
Feb. 8—at Otterbein
Feb. 0-- Heidelberg, here
Feb. 9—at Fluidity (tentutvie)
Feb. 10 — Oberlin, here
Feb. 1.1--Wittenberg, here
Feb. 20—Kent, hi re
Feb. 27—Findlay, here

Training School
Lads Have Full
Athletic Program

director of physical activities, are
participating in outdoor contests and
tournaments,
A soft ball league which will play
with other schools in the city aud
the county has been organised.
tin Saturday, March 26, the boys
pratieipated in the annual Bowling
Graea Kite Tournament held at the
Citar Park. The winners and the runners up in each of the events enter
ed dte County-wide tournament held
at the park, Saturday, April 1. Another activity will be the marble
tournaments.
Evu-y week a special event is being pnepared for the boys. These
activities provide varied experiences
TECHNIQUE
for the boys, teach them the fuada
Women's physical education claus- mentals, good sportsmanship and fair
es have been learning the technique play.
of bowling by moans of dudk pin sets.
A new major in recreational proThis week they flan to visit the Pmmo Recreation alleys for actual ex- grams is new listed us the curriculum
«s* Massachusetts State CoUege.
perience in the spsrt.

Towels
Wash Cloth.

2«
la

Home Laundry and
Dependable Dry
Cleaners
I6« W. Wooster

Dial 2981

Those aspirants for Sigma
Delta Pal honors should be interested
in
practicing
your
events with the onset of the
spring weather. Several Dion
have very few events to pass anil
Coach Inmnn is very desirous
that you pass remaining tests
as soon ns possible.
Candidates who wish to pass
the rope climb, hand stand, band
spring or fence vault will be
given an opportunity to do so on
Friday, April 14, Coach Ionian
will be there to give the tests.

Atlantic Quality Lsabricaats
Keep upkeep down

WHITE FLASH STA.
Cor. Wash, and Main

to worry about what they will do in
their spare time.
Under a contest plan which the
Women's Athletic Association began
yesterday and will conduct through
May 11, University coeds will par
ticipatc in a dosen or aiore sports on
a point basis, it was announced by
Miss Carolyn Shaw, professor of
physical education.
Sports open to women students
include baseball, tennis, archery, badminton, table tennis, paddle tennis,
shuffle board, bowling, riflery, horse
shoes, golf, hiking, bicycling, and
dancing.
The baseball teams will play each
Tuesday and Thursday at 4 p. m.
Latest line of
MAGAZINES

CORNER
NEWS STAND

J. J. CURRY
OPTOMETRIST
Ph. 9141

116 E. Court

Hnndball enthusiasts will welcome
the addition of four outdoor one wall
handball courts to physical education
plant. Utilizing the tennis practice
board behind the stadium for wall
area, the courts are luid out with the
playing surface extending out upon
the concrete tennis courts. Two courts
arc completed and ready for use with
the others scheduled for completion
this week.

That's One Way of Doing It
Benjamin Bucklin, Harvard University freshman, has a new way of
dealing with hiR competitors In affairs of the heart. When one auitor
after his girl-friend's heart became a
bit too aggressive, Bucklin got aggressive himself, placed Samuel Wor
tben in handcuffs, threw the key
that would open them under a subway train.
QUALITY DRY CLEANING
— Sam* Day Service —
Laundry Service, shirts 15c

Lehman's Dry Cleaners
17S N. Main

PETTVS
Garage and Gas Sta.
Radiator. Flushed for Sprint
" Ws Never Close"
Opposite the Post Office

Ph. 7611

MODEL
DAIRY
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Have you tasted one
of our famous
"FOOT LONG"
HOT DOGS
?
Try one at the

Carl & Inez
Sandwich Shop

EASTER WEEK
SPECIALS
a
Banana Splits

14c
a
Lavender Lady Sundae

15c

^«v%Arywws^s^/v^A^vwb-bVta"«/v^

Popcorn Sundae

Notice

15c

STUDENTS, before
home, see the

Malted . . 15c

u'jvv+j^rj'JV'Jvv^rJ^A-r^.fv^^Ar^f

ALL-UNIVERSITY
HANDBALL DOUBLES
CHAMPS CROWNED

DeSales, Bluff ton
On Bowling Green
Tennis Schedule

Try a
Whitehouse
Milk Shake .. 10c

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

-To You'

The 4S candidates have been divided into two rival camps. In order
that they can he observed from the
Barna And Smith Lose
viewpoint of a bystander. The coach
itiK duties have been turned over to
To Schulman, Keown
Conch luiuan ami five Kraduatiiu; 1'.
K. majors. The boards of strn.fjL-y
To Drop Title
line up with Innuin, Kathbon, and
,,f
By virtue of a final round victory
Dotaon in chart*
the Omnga and
Stewart. Herbert aud Brent linger at over Barna and Smith, the handball
the helm of the Blue forces.
doubles team of Hen Schulman and
The division of squad lists 11 let Abe Keown climaxed a long parade
teiniiu on the strong Orange ag to the hall of Intramural champions
gregation and three award winners as they were officially swarded the
on the blue outfit. This division was crown last Friday afternoon, Their
made by Oekermun in order to see how success mount the realisation of a
his prospective starters for next year of extensive preparation, for
year will work against the second these lads began training for this
team. The Orange team also boast a tournament back in the 1937-38 school
great weight advantage over the Blue year. Hours of practice spelled vicsquad.
tory and now it's alt over but the
On the Orange are listed (.. Mad- shouting. Game scores were 21-fl,
Wilkins, Hollingcr,
ras, Knecht, Catanesc, Barnett, Kd- 21-10.
In the singles division it looks as
wards, Siminski, Foser, Kormazis,
MacMahon, Wilke And
(inihaugh, Klingennmith, Schendcl, though the same
Ben Schulman
Cooper Bolster Squad
Walph, Uoper and Amos lineman and may cop the medal, Already he has
Soskey, Bruziiiski, Nibeck, Miles. fought bis way to the finals and will
Coach Ionian's efforts to line up I.amboiirue,
Woodard,
Morrette, meet the upper bracket finalist for
a tough schislulo for the Falcon net- Small and Johnson, backs.
the coveted honor.
tors are showing definite signs of
The Blue roster lists Good, Brash
being as promised.
The latest dope from the athletic ley, Tabler, Shirk, A. Madaras, Ihnat, TPNNIS TOURNfiMENTS TO
department is that two clashes have Mchlow, (leiger, Chcetwood, Clark, START SOON
been added to the tennis card in- KvanolT, Lucas, Becker, Stearner,
University women are urged to
eluding DeSales and MutTton Col- linesmen and Stcclc, (.rignon, Will use the tennis courts fur practice to
uer,
leathers,
Fails,
Park,
l.atehell,
lege. On April 21, the Bee (lee stpind
get in shape for the coining intrawill travel to De Sales anil on May Mussill, backs.
mural tournaments. Betty Bishop is
The probable startling line-up for
ft, the Falcons will be host to the Dehead of tennis.
Sales aggregation. No date has been the game is as follows:
set for the BlufTlnn game, but a
Orange
Blue
match has been decided upon and a K—G. Madaras
Good
DRINK MODEL
■lute will he determined.
1'. Slminskl
A. Madam
The men who seem to be holding the
G—Knecht
Brashley
"Better Crude"
inside track for places on the squad
C—Catanese
Tabler
at present are Wilkins, llollingei,
Milk
Shirk
Q Barnett
MoMahon, Wilke, Cooper mid llarna.
T— Kdwards
Ihnat
it's
protected
Kuch of these men have seen action
Mehlow
Accept no other
in major tennis tourneys la-fore en- K Korrassii
Q— Soskey
Steele
tering college.
II llriiil/.inski
G rignon
II—Nibeck
Wellner
Leathers
P—Miles

W.A.A. To Sponsor
All Sports Contests 4 Outdoor Handball
The boys at the training school un- For College Women
der the supervision of Bob McCload,
Bowling Green coeds won't have Courts Ready Soon

Officers of the Women's AtMetir*Associatisn will he elected for tfh»
The Wasnen's Physical Education
coming year at the annual meeting Building is now structurally oranplete
to be held tasugfct in the Administra- and was formally accepted hy the
tion building.
Board of Trustees at a meetraw last
Nomination*, made at an official Wednesday.
board sseetins* March 29, are as folCertain details of equipment such
lows:
as the moving of the women's lock
Preaident—line Pfe.ifier. Ruth Al- crs from Shtnr present location as the
len ; vice-presides*—Frances William- Administration Building have not
son, Bonnylyn Boulis; secretary— oeen attended to at present.
I.ynctte Pur key. Wilma Cole; treasThe formal opening «f the building
urer—Catherine
Mirillan,
Grace
Srhmehl; special
chairman—Opal wall take phase under the new admani
Creation.
Roekhold. Suth Barnes; fMbltcity
chairman—Joyce Murphy, Doris Cot- LEARNING BOWLING
trell.
Heads of sports—archery, Betty
Hendriclson, Julia Dunham; Uainis,
Naomi Powell, Ekaa Jahnson; hockey,
Helen Sollins, Helen Worstell; soccer, Grace Bitter, Virginia Cross;
baseball, Sally Lota, Marie Baker;
basketball, Donna MeClure, Shirley
Francis; hiking and volleyball, Jean- MODERN DANCE RECITAL
nette Zachman, Florence CooTer; inAbout forty students of modern
dividual, Ruby Smith, Mary Lou
dance will present a public recital
Schlumbohm.
Tuesday, April 25. in the university
ARCHERY TARGETS UP
auditorium under the direction of
Archery will be in full swing as Miss Emily Hartman.
soon as the sun can be induced to
shine for more than one day at a
Special Rate
itime. Targets are being set up, and
girls will be able to check out the
For College Students
W. press Tun
40c
equipment over week-ends.
Joyce
Formal* cleaned
75c
Murphy is the present head of archSheets
Be
ery.
Pillow Cases
3K«

Notice
Sigma Delta Psi

"'session and when the firing is over
»»ii the line tunijfht the Falcon mm
tor should know pretty well whether
he will have sufficient reserves t
lUfUMIlt the II returning lettermen.
to make it possible to stand the jruff
of the tough schedule that is lined
up for this fall.

you

go

PURITY
for your CHOCOLATE EASTER EGGS and EASTER
BASKETS filled with
choice candies

Rabbit Center Bricks

30c
•

Holland Ice Cream
Cream Store
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Delhi Dinner-Dance To Be
Held At Heather Downs
lick Greer, Defiance Orchestra
Engaged To Play For Affair
By VIRGINIA FRANCES

from me to you
hy pt'txgy "lade
Definite statements as to the opinions of the Bowling; Green women
towards men and future husbands
have been gathered, since there seems
to be an occasional interest between
the two sexes!

One of the best dance <irchentras in Northwestern Ohio has MEN IN GENERAL
been enjfatrod to play for the Delhi Spring Dinner-Dance, April Did you men know you are pretty
15, at Heather Downs Country Club, Toledo. The orchestra will nice, sensible, congenial, better sports
and less catty
be that of Eck Greer's from Defiance. Final plans are now bethan women, uning carried out for this formal by the various comtrustworthy,
■ mitlees. One hundred twenty-five couples are
changeable, two|expected to attend the affair.
fa c e d, selfish,
At the Delhi meeting last week the Delhi
conceited, want
Ipledges were treated by receiving their first deyour own way,
gree, this degree consisted of bringing to the
and are unmanI house various and sundry articles and informnerly? One promation. Jim Zechman plans for the second degree
inent red-headed
I goon after Faster vacation.
senior said, "You
The Delhi house was host to eight men from
can't live with
other colleges last week-end. These men were
them or without
in Howling Green for the symphony concert last Petty Slade
the m."
Don't
Saturday. There weri' two men from Kent
V. Fr
State and six men from Haldwin-VV'allace who you think on the whole these arc
stayed at the house. One Delhi alumni also was at the house, very conservative statements?
I.avoid "Tubby" Wagner.
IDEAL HUSBANDS
Shot Pledge* Entertained
At Party By Active Members

Five Sister Homecoming Day
Climaxed By Annual Formal

Since the Skol plcdgi • had nut had
their pledge service, following "picture taking" last Thursday evening
the actives entertained them at a
party anil iliil not make them wash
the dishes.
lee cream anil cookies were served
from the dining mom table, which was
graced hy a centerpiece of white and
yellow spring flowers and white candles.
The sororily used for the first time
Ha new silverware and crystal serv
ing plates. Part of the silverware
anil the serving plates were presented
to the group liy their alumnae.
Saturday evening the SkolH. pledges, nnd their guest* rolled up the
rugs and danced at the sorority house
to the music of the Delhi nickelodeon.
Tuesday evening, April I, Jcanotto
Zuchmnn, Elaine Hunter, Florence
Coover, Sally Charles, Ruth Ksckel
sen, Mildred Wolfe, Hilda Clover,
•Iune K I, I.ynette I'urkey, Gladys
Itishcr, Nola llillheimer, and Harriet
Ernst formally became pledges to
the Skol sorority and Helen Louise
Kenr became an active member.

Kivo Sixtcr Alumni nnd |>l< <!,;<■
were entertained by the active* at a
on6 o'clock luncheon Saturday at the
Woman's Club. Thin was the1 begin*
rtlnf of the Homecoming Activities.
Janrt Stump, iilrdw captain, introdticed thr new pled^on to the alumni
who were present
As a climax to the Homecoming
festivities, the Five Sister* spring,
formal was hrhl in thr reception
hall last Saturday evening.
Amid an April Shown* srttiuK
seventy five couples danced among
thr

->i ,'li'

colored

un.l.rclhiH that

lined the walls of the hall. 'Neath
a huge, red ceUephnne umbrella^ Hob
V
end his bandsmen supplied the
artificial patter of the raindrops
nnd wound up the dance in groat
style.

«»

<>

Margaret Bender Announces
Coming Quill Type Program

Margaret (lender, program chair
man of (juill Type, announces that
Travel Talks will l.e given at the next
meeting, Wednesday, April f>. It89.
Three members will tell ahout "Eu<>
<>
rope." "Life in tin- Navy," and "Out
Five Sisters Play Hostess
West." A carefully worked out parTo Alumnae Members at Tea
liamentary procedure will be used
The Five Sisters were hostesses, during this meeting.
at a tea Saturday afternoon from
<>
€>
three-thllty until five, to Ihe alumni
James
Paul
Kennedy
Has
and the new pledges. The tea was
planned and executed by a committee Choir Composition Published
of pledges.
.lames I'aul Kennedy, Instructor of
Hilly Sains, a plislge. sang "The music ai Howling Oreon state Unl
Masquerade Is Over" and
Betty veisity. has just had an acappelln
Bradley, also a pledge, gave a read choir composition published hy Carl
inir. Qraiia Grant, Five Slater Pres Fischer. Inc., New York City.
ident, poured for the guests.
The number is a setting of "Oolden
<>
<>
Slumbers," a poem hy Thomas Deck
Five Brothers Make Plans For er.
Mr. Kennedy'* arrangement is
Annual Stag Party In April
for a chorus of mixed voices, and is

I.esides gathering the general opinions on men we asked a member of
h class, "What do you expect in
a husband and would you want a husband from Howling Green State University?" Mary Powney, lovely blond
freshman said, "I want my husband
to be honest, true, to be good humored
when things go wrong and ambitious
to succeed in his business. Yes, I'd
like to find him here." Hetty Jane
I.owry, neat sophomore,—"I want
him to be a good provider and companion. I'rrhaps I'll find him here."
Margaret West, smooth junior—"He
must be congenial, same beliefs, and
provide in a comfortable manner.
Why not find him here?"
Mary
Alice llawley, petite senior,—"A dependable provider, not necessarily
w
<*«ltby, ■ romanticist, and a lover
of children in my ideal of a husband
Yes, I'd like to find my future hus
baud here, I did."
Now, men, how do you measure up?
The idea of a comfortable life with
a congenial companion seems to be
about the same idea from freshman
to senior. Our next column is dedicated to the men's ideas on women.
Think it over, hoys.

Sig Tali* Adapt Stories
For Radio Presentation

Professor-Emeritus E. L. Moseley, 74, Working
Actively On 90 Year Weather Cycle Study
#

A Naturalist At His Favorite Haunt

Last week marked the seventyfourth birthday anniversary of one
of the most prominent members of
Bowling Green State University,
namely, Prof. Edwin L. Moseley,
emeritus professor of biology and curator of the University museum.
Only last month Professor Moseley"s
outstanding achievements were called to our attention when the Sunday edition of The S'ru- York Timee
devoted an entire column to the most
recent of his prophecies. The article
concerned a report given before the
Michigan Academy of Literature
Science and Arts at the University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
In this re|K>rt, Michigan scientists
were given a 90-year forecast on
weather and were assured of 'considerable probability* in the prophecy.
Because of the wide circulation of Thm
New York Time; in Europe as well
as distant parts of the U. S., Professor Moseley's research will have
a far-flung distribution. Already, ho
has lieen contacted by a renown
scientist from Stockholm, Sweden.
Many and varied are the tree
woods in Profesaor Moseley's collection. A good many of his tree specimens may be traced back to the year
1600, and a good many more for 1700
and 1X00. In some places it is difficult to find a tree that ia older than
250 years, la-cause a great many of
the districts have not been settled
longer than that.
These weather predictions apply
I lie photographer mapped Profetior-Emeritus E. L. Motely recently
counting and meaturing tree rings.
Prof. Moselejr's specimen collection not only to this section of the counincludes sections of trees wkich were growing before 1600. The site o try, but also to a great part of North
America—all that land which receives
annual trae rings is a vital part of Moseley's weather cycle theery.
its moisture mainly from the Gulf of
Mexico. Quite recently, Mr. Moseley
received a letter from The Sanders
Library To Be Open
Farms of Redwood Falls, Minnesota.

Cox-Rickly Nuptials
To Be Held April 18
Mr. LI11..u Cox. son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Cox. of Weston, ()., and
a senior in Bowling Green State University, will wed Miss Opal Rlckly.
(.f Toledo, 0, April H. at 7:80 in the
Euworlu Methodist Episcopal Church,
Toledo. Ohio.
The Rev. Mr. lugmire, former Bowling Green Methodist minister and
present pastor of Kpworth Church,
will perform the informal ceremony.
Mr. Maurice ltickly, of Mason,
Mich., and former Bowling Green student will give the bride away, and
his diminutive daughter will be the
flower girl. The bride's older sister will he the bridesmaid.
Mr. William Cox, 'SB, Kldon's brother who is now teaching in Ashtabula. 0., will be best man. Ushers
are Ned D. Hcniingcr and Elmer II.
Crycr, Commoner fraternity brothers
of the groom.
Immediately preceding the entrance
of the groom, William Cryer, also a
Commoner, will aing "I Love You
Truly," by Carrie Jacobs-Bond.
The wedding is open to friends
and relutivrt of the bride and groom.
There will be a reception at the Faculty House of Robinwood Hospital
following the wedding and the bride's
sister, Bernice Rickly, will be hostess.
A delayed honeymoon is planned
after the groom has graduated from
the University in June with a B.S. in
Educatiou us a special in Industrial
Arts. The week's trip east will include visits to points of interest in
New England and a visit to the
World's Fair in New York.
The bride, a former laboratory
technician of Robinwood Hospital,
will reside with her husband in'Bowling tireen.

Famous short atoriea, plays and
other literature are being adapted
for radio dramas hy the local chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, national honorary English fraternity, under the
direction of Dr. Itea McCain.
There is at present a demand for
this type of literature, a demand both
for original plays and for adaptations.
Among the writings being used as
source material are: "The Constant
Heart," one of Toe's short stories;
"Cyrano do Bergorar," the wellThe social committee of the Five dedicated to Qoorsje Russell Hower- known play hy Kostand; and portions
Brother Fraternity are making plans ton, director of the Hiram College from the novel "The Last Days of
Pompeii" by Hulwer Lytton.
tor the annual stag party to be held scappella choir.
<»
€»
the last part of April.
The Five Brothel handball tourn Weldon Brooks Installed As
Dr. Harshmn.il Receives
ament must be finished hy Batter WSGL President At Dance
Ph.D. From Ohio State
vacation according to the manager
Two hundred atudenta attended
Last
week
the Five
Brother the installation ceremony of officers
Dr. Ralph 0, llarshmnn. dean of
pledge* received their first degree of the Women's Self-Government the College of Business Administratand in the near future will receive League which was held at a tea dance ion, last week received his doctor of
I lie MTOlltl degree.
in the Reception Hall last Wednes- philosophy degree from Ohio State
There were many Five Brother day from 4 to 6 p.m.
University.
alumni back at Ihe house for the
His field of specialization was
"Ye Local Maestro", Don Rays wav
week end snnie of whom were: Harry ed his baton at i o'clock and his hand business organization and his disHawkins, Hob Kriise, Charles Mann. let the music ring out.
A half sertation topic was "A Critical AnRoyd Perry, Bus Perry. Bob Siiaf hour Inter, the five .student elected alysis of the Methods and Media Used
fer, Orville Thomas and Ken Kuaggs. WSQL officers took places in front in Sales Training."
Two out of town visions were also of the oichestin pit.
at the houae, they were:
Henry
Then .lane Unhurt, former |ue-i
Feller ami Karl Witt, belli of Wyan dent, presided over the ceremonies Mrs. Frank Mooers Returns
.Mto. Mich.
and presented the gavel to the new From Music Educators Meet
<»
<»
president. Weldon Brooks, who took
Mis. Frank Moorea of the UniverSchatxel-Bushey Marriage In
the formal pledge and gave the ac- sity music department returned last
China Announced To Friends ceptance speech.
Thursday after attending the North
The other officers who took the Central district meeting of music
Friends and acquaintances of Eva
v uW :
Mae Buahey, former itudent and '
'"' Mary Roetofer and Betty educator* held at the Statler Hotel
president of skol Sorority, "ill bo ,l;""' l"»i>. first and second vice in Detroit.
interested to hear that she was mar prealdent;MarthaMeOann,secretary;
Students of the music department
ried on Thursday, March 23, in Tun end Sidney White, treasurer.
who also attended this meeting from VW-.-.*«*-"WV.^'rVy%^rtrtrWW%rV"kAW
Tsin, China, to Lieutenant IVWolfe; The girls were robed in white Sunday until Thursday were: DorDance Orchestra
Schatzol, where be is employed in the dresses and shoes, and wore corsages othy Robertson, Raymond Light, StanJIMMIE VOLLMER
naval radio station. The couple ex- of daffodils, pansies and sweet peas, ley Huffman. Herbert C.rucnke, Don
SSS7 Secor Road
pect to he here for a short visit next These corsages were given to the of- Grisier, Marian Cunningham and
summer.
ficers by their sorority sisters.
Toledo, Ohio
LA. 5098
Paul UI lorn.
After the installation, Don Raye
Sunday evening the members of ^WWWVWVAAAAArV
and his orchestra entertained the the association were entertained as
SOCIAL
dancing fans until 6 o'clock. During guests at the Ford Sunday Kvcning
First impressions count
this time tea and cookies were served. Hour.
SUCCESS
SMITH BARBER SHOP Weldon Brooks, Mrs. Maude Sharp, Donald Armstrong, formerly of
Mrs. Cora Reynolds, and Mrs. Har- Bowling Green, spoke on one of the
on Four Corners
riet McWilliams poured.
clinic programs.
IS DEFINITELY AIDED
We supper! oar . . .
ROADS..SCHOOLS..
CHURCHES . . CITY
IMPROVEMENTS

CITY MARKET

GOTHAM
GOLD STRIPE HOSIERY

BON TON HAT
SHOP

BY
Compliment* of

The Bank of
Wood County
Mee-Wer

The Faded D.-o..t
Isuwranc* Cerparatiee,

N. Y. Times Article
Describes Project

KEEPING

During Vacation
The University Library will
be open the following period*
ilunni the Latter vacation:
Friday. 9-12: IS
.Saturday. 9 12
Monday. 8-12: II

Latin, French Examiners
Chosen For Scholarships
(Continued from page 1, col. 0)
given in French are Dr. C. L. Rew,
Mi C. F. Reehs, Miss F K. Baird,
and Miss Lorenz. The students they
have selected as their assistant' are:
Hurley Allion. Hilda Glover, Dorothy
Grund. Margaret Jones, Evelyn Kintner, Jane Kuhn, Paul Lane, Mary J.
Miller, Jamea Pelton, Lima Shufelt,
Margaret Simpson, Alma L. Skinner,
Clara E. Slessman, Mildred Wolf.
Gloria Andrew, Jeanne Bradley, Mary
Louise Fox, Reba Hanna, Laura
IIiestand. Phyllis Kuder, J. C. Meyers,
Evelyn Myers, Mary Ann Pavelle,
Gwendolyn Scott, Jane Shaw, Kermit
Witte. and Lawrence Everhart.
In the last 25 years, Colgate's debaters have won a greater percentage
of victories than have the institution
athletic teams.

These people had read The Sew
York Timre article and were vitally
interested in the forecast for future
weather, as it directly concerns their
farming operations. They requested
further information so as to plan
crop and marketing operations. Of
similar nature was a letter from the
Akron Metropolitan Park District of
Akron, Ohio.
If you are afraid that such an enormous piece of work might be too
hnrd on you, have no fear. At seventyfour. Professor Moseley possesses a
steadier nerve than a good many of
much younger age. He attributes this
good health to the fact that he has
made an intensive study of the subject of health, has taught the subject
for many years, but better still, has
"practiced the things I taught and
learned."
He is alan more fortunate than
many others in not losing sleep since
his last 2 years in high school. Ha
is fairly reasonable in regard to his
diet, maintaining strict abstinence
from nerve-coating things—"no tea,
coffee, tobacco, alcohol, pepper or
mustard."
For the past 50 years he hss been
sending reports to the U. S. Biological
Survey of Bird Migration at Wash'
ington. Just now he is engrossed in
the study of future floods in the
Ohio River. B. G. S. U. may justly
be proud that the name of Professor
Moseley is connected with this ins
stitution.
The Drake University music de.
partment has been given 200 orchestral arrangements.
UNIVERSITY BRACELETS

$1.00 up
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